
HENDON RESIDENTS FORUM

VENUE:  Hendon Town Hall
Wednesday 9th January 2019

Chairman: Councillor Val Duschinsky
Vice Chairman: Councillor Lachhya Bahadur Gurung

ISSUES TO BE CONSIDERED AT THE FORUM MEETING

Items must be submitted to Governance Service (Hendon.residentsforum@barnet.gov.uk) by 10.00am on the fifth working day before the 
meeting Wednesday 9th January 2019.

Issue Raised Response

1.

Issue – CPZ on Goldsmith Avenue, NW9
Submitted by – Mr John Healy

You request that a CPZ be considered and implemented on Goldsmith 
Avenue, NW9. 
With the constant property development that is occurring within the 
area, and the limited amount of parking spaces that have been 
allocated/allowed for has pushed not only residents on to uncontrolled 
roads, but also commuters and visitors alike as well as workers 
carrying out the development. As with a lot of developments they do 
not provide at least one parking space, but rather charge extra for the 
space to the property purchaser, and as a lot of the property is 
purchased by landlords, the parking of the tenants vehicles is of little 
concern. You and other residents are having to park an unreasonable 
distance from your properties as parking spaces are blocked by 
commuters.  You fear that with further developments which are 
occurring in the Colindale area, the situation will only get worse.

There are also issues in your street regarding the use of disabled 
parking bays. Some households have been using their disabled 
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badges on more than one vehicle and you believe that badges are 
assigned to particular vehicles when issued. Some residents are also 
not parking in a correct manner within the bay, taking up more than 
once space, preventing others from parking in the bays.

2.

Petiton – Objection to Zebra Crossing on Bell Lane
Lead Petitioner – Joel Garson
Signatures – 135

We the undersigned petition the council to not place a 
zebra-crossing outside 100 Bell Lane. This e-petition works 
in conjunction with and is in addition to a petition to be 
submitted by the 20th December 2018. The main concern is 
the impact that this proposal will have on the elderly and 
infirm in their ability to access their homes with ease. The 
scheme and consequent restrictions such as the removal of 
10 parking spaces used on a constant basis will have a 
devastating effect on residents' families, shoppers, 
business owners, advice centres and their patrons. The 
signatories ask the council to seek alternative measures of 
road calming to keep all pedestrians crossing the road safe.

1. The proposed location was not the preferred one by the council. 
Their first choice was much further up the street and the proposal was 
defeated on a technicality.

2. According to the Council's research the major area of accidents 
(2010-2016) was with cars crossing from Alexandra Road toward 
Green Lane. The proposed location will have no impact on that area of 
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concern.

3. The research also showed that there have been NO pedestrian 
accidents on Bell Lane. We believe that the council's attempt to 
safeguard pedestrians will actually endanger them by the fact that the 
proposed crossing is extremely close to an unsighted bend on a 
junction with Green Lane. Drivers from Green Lane will always be 
looking right for oncoming traffic and rush into Bell Lane at the first 
opportunity to find themselves almost immediately on top of the 
proposed crossing. It will only be a matter of time before a motorist, 
accelerating out of the bend, will not see the crossing in time, causing 
injuries to schoolchildren, the elderly and other pedestrians.

4. Presently, pedestrians and children are attuned to the risks of 
crossing Bell Lane. The safety risk is worsened for people crossing, 
since pedestrians and children cross with a high degree of awareness 
and with the implementation of a zebra-crossing, children will lose that 
awareness, seeing the zebra as their right of way, putting their lives in 
danger.

5. The emptiness created by the disappearance of any cars parked at 
any time between 86-102 Bell Lane and on the opposite side, will only 
encourage motorists to drive faster. As any driving instructor would 
say, 'parked cars are natural speed calmers'.

6. Cars in and out from adjacent driveways will block sight-lines and 
endanger pedestrians using the crossing.

6. The proposal will add enormous pressure on residents in an already 
congested and competitive area for short term and overnight parking.

7. The new parking restrictions would affect ease of access for Dial-A-
Ride and hospital drop-offs and pick-ups for residents with mobility 
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issues who would have to park/stop far away from their home 
destinations.

8. We ask Barnet Council to research alternative traffic-calming 
solutions as with all other schools in the area; measures such as, 
roundabouts, speed-bumps, speed-limit lights, islands and lollipop 
stewards which would not disrupt or inconvenience residents, 
shoppers, businesses and services as would the placing of a zebra-
crossing.

It is unnecessary to eliminate 10 parking spaces 24 hours a day when 
there are 175 non-school days in a year and viable alternative solutions 
as used in every other school in the vicinity.

3.

Petition: Save Sweet Tree Farm
Signatures: 387

We the undersigned petition the council to We want Barnet 
Council to allow Sweet Tree Farming For All to continue 
operating from SweetTree Fields Farm. Contrary to 
planning officers’ advice, our application seeking planning 
permission for the retention of the SweetTree Fields Farm 
site for care farming was regrettably rejected by members 
of Hendon Area Planning Committee on Wednesday 13th 
June 2018. The future of our clients and the service we 
provide to so many local organisations, now hangs in the 
balance.

Having been in agricultural use for approximately 40 years, SweetTree 
Fields Farm was established as a care farm in 2013 and is currently 
run by our local not-for-profit organisation, SweetTree Farming For All. 
Our Farm provides therapeutic activities that make a real difference to 
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people who have learning disabilities, acquired brain injuries, autism, 
mental health needs or dementia. Our motto is “Cultivating Confidence” 
and our aim is to build self-esteem and self-worth for all our clients, 
helping people to achieve things they didn’t believe were possible.

The therapeutic benefits of working and learning in the great outdoors 
have been widely recognised for many years. Supported by staff, 
volunteers, social services, charities and other organisations, our Farm 
has helped people who are often socially excluded to become 
confident and happy individuals. SweetTree Farming For All has been 
an enormous success – not only improving the lives of service users, 
but also benefiting their families too.

SweetTree Fields Farm is a working farm, not a care facility. All farm 
activities are meaningful for participants because they are delivered in 
a working environment, where people are encouraged to work 
together, developing physical and decision-making skills. SweetTree 
Farming For All is a transitional service, which offers tailored activities 
for participants to develop and practice the life skills they need to 
become active members of their local community. Having spent time 
on the farm developing their skills and gaining confidence, many 
participants move on to independent living, further education or 
volunteering in the local Borough.

With your support, SweetTree Farming For All would like to secure 
permission to continue using the Farm – providing a much needed 
facility, at a time when the number of services available to people with 
disabilities is decreasing.

Our Farm is an asset to the Barnet community and is relied upon as 
the only local outdoor service that can cater for children and adults with 
complex needs. Please support our petition and help us secure 
permission to continue using SweetTree Fields Farm for care farming.
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4.

Issue: Unauthorised Building, Colindeep Lane, Colindale Ward
Raised by: Mr David Beere

A Large Structure has been erected off Colindeep Lane NW9 6HD 
without Planning Permission. This is now subject to an enforcement 
(ENF/1774/18)

The Council appears to have become aware of this because the site 
backs onto Colin Crescent.

1.     When did the Council become aware of the building 
works?

2.     Why was the Council not aware of this construction?
3.     What does “Not available” against the section “How 

complaint received” mean?
4.     What can the Council report as to investigations into 

this matter thus far?(When did the building work 
commence?) 

5.     What action does the Council propose to ensure 
unauthorised building does not take place in the future?

5.

Issue: Parking on and near Penshurst Gardens, Edgware HA8
Raised by: Mrs Curzon Jacqueline

We wish to raise the following matters: 
Residents parking in resident bays with no permit. Instead using a 
disabled badge. Is this fair when they have a drive and are avoiding 
payment for street parking and occupying a bay that other residents 
need (and have paid for) Secondly. A resident using disabled badge 
for own shopping/ parking etc. Thirdly. Patients at Penshurst gardens 
surgery park all the way round the corner of Heather walk, causing 
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chaos and endangering pedestrians and other traffic. This should be 
addressed by the parking team or police. It is forbidden until the 
Highway code
We wish to ask the Council to take action on: Enforcement of penalty 
for misuse of badge. Stop irresponsible parking next to the surgery.

6.

Issue: Burnt Oak street cleansing
Raised by: Miss Jennie Arthur

I know Barnet made one effort recently to clean up Burnt Oak but it 
needs more than a once every 10 year clean-up. Can we have 
assurances that Barnet have a plan to keep the streets free of 
litter/flytipping? Especially the North Road estate which is getting 
worse and worse.
We wish to ask the Council to take action on: 
A plan as to how they intend to keep Burnt Oak clean. Not a one-off, 
but a practical/operational plan.

 

Contact: Abigail Lewis, Governance Service, Assurance Group, London Borough of Barnet, NLBP, Building 2, Oakleigh Road South, London N11 
1NP. 
Tel: 020 8359 4369, Email:  Hendon.residentsforum@barnet.gov.uk
Future meeting dates: 
Date of meeting Location

6th March 2019 Hendon Town Hall
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